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1
INTRODUCTION
Program Managers want to know “The Critical Path to a given task” and many also want to know the
paths close to this path, also known as Secondary or Tertiary Paths.
Let me make a subtle point up front – “Critical Path” refers to a chain of tasks from the start to the end
point of a program, the Program Complete milestone. The Driving Path is a chain of tasks determining the
start date of any specific single detail task within the schedule model. The Driving Path and Critical Path
are synonymous only when talking about the program complete milestone (the last task in the program).
This paper addresses one method to determine and display the driving path along with the “one off”
paths. The paper also shows how to display the number of days a task can slip before it lands on the
Driving Path. We rely on Total Slack and a formula for the result. Note it is possible for some tasks to have
0 Total Slack and still not be on the driving path, this depends on proper use of predecessors and
successors, and the program Critical Path.

2

PROCEDURE

2.1
Schedule Maintenance – Mandatory Prerequisites
For the procedure to produce accurate results, the schedule model must be current and healthy. This
means the schedule status must be up to date, and schedule logic must conform to industry standards.
The most important aspect of the schedule logic is to validate each detail task has at least one Finish to
Start predecessor and one Finish to Start successor. There should be no negative Total Slack in the
schedule model.
2.2
Select a Task and Set a Deadline
Choose a task representing a critical milestone, program end date, or other important program activity.
We will be determining paths driving to this task. Assign a deadline date to this task that is approximately
one year earlier than the current forecast finish date. The idea is to force a large amount of negative total
slack on this task.
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In this case, the task selection is ID 54, and the deadline is 364 Business Days prior to the scheduled task
finish date. This places 364 days of negative Total Slack on this one task. It also creates the same amount
of Total Slack along the driving path to this task. See the two screen shots:

Observation: Tasks with -364 days of Total Slack are on the driving path to this milestone, while tasks
with -363 days would be on the secondary path, etc. The Deadline Date is somewhat arbitrary.
2.3
Create a Duration Based Formula
Select an available custom field to hold a duration calculation. The best choice will be a custom Duration
field, although a Number field will suffice. In this case, the Duration1 field holds the formula, and is shown
below:
[𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛1] = [𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘] + 364 ∗ [𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝐷𝑎𝑦]
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The value of 364 must match the value of Total Slack from the candidate task, it is not a constant. Use the
[Minutes Per Day] variable instead of 8*60 in case you are using a different work day such as a 9/80 work
week with 9 hours per day.
2.4
Rename Custom Field
Rename the formula based field to represent a better meaning such as “Days from Driving Path.” You can
rename from the Custom Field dialog box, or by inserting the column into the current view and change
the Field Settings. Below is a screen shot of the Custom Fields Dialog Box:

Insert the Custom Field to a view, or create a new view containing the field. Here is an example:
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2.5

Create the Final Presentation

2.5.1
Hide Total Slack
It is best to remove the “Total Slack” field from the final presentation as it tends to confuse readers and
bureaucrats.
2.5.2
Configure other Columns
Place what ever columns may be necessary into the view, and remove others as mentioned.
2.5.3
Group By the Days from Driving Field
There are many ways to do a Group By, I find this one easiest, although it is only temporary.
1.

Select the down chevron on the Days from Driving field

2.

Select Group

3.

Select Duration

4.

Select OK
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2.5.4
Filter Days from Driving
There are reporting requirements regarding the number of paths to show. Most agencies require three
paths. All we need to do is show the first three values in the solution.
1.

Select the chevron on Days from Driving

2.

Uncheck the Select All check box

3.

Select the check boxes for the first three items

4.

Select OK

2.5.5
Engage Driving Path Format
If your version of Microsoft Project allows Driving Path highlight, turn that on from the Format Ribbon:
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3
CONCLUSION
Here is the final result. Sometimes it is useful to hide Summary tasks from the Format Ribbon.
Verify the selected task is the last item on the Primary Driving Path.

In this specific case, the Tertiary Driving Path is 10 days behind the first two paths. Some software may
not make this evident.
Remember to remove deadlines and correct formulas for each milestone where you perform this analysis.
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